The aim of this work is to introduce the physics community to the high performance of radial basis functions (RBFs) compared to other spectral methods for modeling transport (pure advection) and to provide the first known application of the RBF methodology to hyperbolic partial differential equations on a sphere. First, it is shown that even when the advective operator is posed in spherical coordinates (thus having singularities at the poles), the RBF formulation of it is completely singularity-free. Then, two classical test cases are conducted: 1) linear advection, where the initial condition is simply transported around the sphere and 2) deformational flow (idealized cyclogenesis), where an angular velocity is applied to the initial condition, spinning it up around an axis of rotation. The results show that RBFs allow for a much lower spatial resolution (i.e. lower number of nodes) while being able to take unusually large time-steps to achieve the same accuracy as compared to other commonly used spectral methods on a sphere such as spherical harmonics, double Fourier series, and spectral element methods. Furthermore, RBFs are algorithmically much simpler to program.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the prospect of using radial basis functions (RBFs), a novel numerical methodology that does not require any mesh or grid, for geophysical modeling in spherical domains. It has the advantage of achieving spectral accuracy in multi-dimensions for arbitrary node layouts with extreme algorithmic simplicity. For the purposes of interpolating multi-dimensional surfaces, the methodology has been around for approximately 30 years. However, it is only in the last 15 years that it has been applied to solving mixed partial differential equations (PDEs) containing parabolic and/or elliptic operators (cf. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ). It has furthermore only been considered for PDEs in spherical domains for these same operators in the last 5 years [7, 8] . Thus, the aim of this article is two-fold: 1) to present the elegance and power of this methodology to the physics community and 2) to provide the first known application of it to purely hyperbolic PDEs in spherical domains.
Since geophysical fluid motions on all scales are dominated by the advection process, the numerical solution to the advection problem is therefore fundamentally important for the overall accuracy of the flow solver. Thus, in the current paper, we will show striking results for advection tests with respect to accuracy and time stability, requiring only a low number of degrees of freedom for spatial discretization while being able to take much larger time-steps than methods currently employed in geophysical modeling (e.g. spherical harmonics, spectral elements). We consider two well-known test cases that probe the suitability of a new numerical methodology for modeling advection in spherical geometries. The first is the classical advection of a cosine bell with compact support over a sphere at different angles of rotation [9] . The second is a cyclogenesis test problem with a deformational flow that describes the wrap-up of a vortex with increasingly stronger gradients over time, which is a simple model for the observed evolution of cold and warm frontal zones [10] . An overview of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction to RBFs; Section 3 discusses node distributions on a sphere and the convergence rates of RBF interpolants; Section 4 derives the RBF formulation of the advection operator; Section 5 and 6 are the numerical tests and results for convergence and time stability.
Introduction to Radial Basis Functions
The motivation of the RBF methodology originated with R.L. Hardy [11] asking the question, 'Given a set of sparse scattered data, {f j } N j=1 , at the node locations {x j } N j=1 in multi-dimensions, can an interpolant be constructed that adequately represents the unknown surface?'. It was first shown by Mairhuber [12] that, in more than one dimension, interpolation by an expansion in basis functions, {ψ j (x)} N j=1 , x ∈ R d , that are independent of the node locations is not well-posed. That is, there exists an infinite number of node configurations that will yield a singular interpolation problem . Hardy bypassed this singularity problem with a novel approach in which the interpolant is constructed from linear combinations of a single basis function that is radially symmetric about its center and whose argument is dependent on the node locations. In lieu of giving up orthogonality, well-posedness of the interpolant and its derivatives for any set of distinct scattered nodes in any dimension is gained.
Commonly used RBFs are given in Figure 1 , where r = x − x j is the Euclidean or ℓ 2 norm. The piecewise smooth RBFs feature a jump in some derivative at x = x j and thus can only lead to algebraic convergence. For instance, the radial cubic |r| 3 has a jump in the third derivative, leading to fourth order convergence in 1-D, with the order of convergence increasing as the dimension increases (c.f. [13] ). On the other hand, the evidence strongly suggests that infinitely smooth RBFs will lead to spectral convergence [14, 15] . Notice that the infinitely smooth RBFs depend on a shape parameter ε. It was first shown by Driscoll and Fornberg [16] that, in 1-D, in the limit of ε → 0 (i.e. flat RBFs) the RBF methodology reproduces pseudospectral methods (PS) if the nodes are accordingly placed (i.e. equispaced nodes for Fourier methods, Gauss-Chebyshev nodes for Chebyshev methods, etc.).
A comparison between the concept of PS methods and RBFs with differing values of the shape parameter is given in Figure 2 . First, a PS expansion is always along a given coordinate direction, making them inherently 1-D objects (with expansions in higher dimensions represented by a tensor product with the respective 1-D basis expansions). By contrast, the scalar argument r of the RBF does not depend on a coordinate system, but is simply the distance between two nodes that are defined in d-dimensional space. Secondly, PS methods approximate a function by linear combinations of orthogonal functions that become more oscillatory as the degree of the polynomial increases, resulting in very clearly linearly independent functions as can be seen in Figure  2 . By contrast, RBFs approximate a function with an expansion of one radially symmetric function whose only variation is the node location at which it is centered. While increasing the order of the polynomial expansion improves accuracy for PS approximations, accuracy of an RBF approximation can be improved by increasing the number of terms in the expansion and/or decreasing the shape parameter ε [4] . In either case, the shifted RBFs in the expansion become indistinguishable from one another as can clearly be seen in the case for ε = 0.01 in Figure 2 , which leads to ill-conditioning. However, even for a moderate number of terms in the expansion and values of ε ∼ O(1), the evidence in the paper strongly suggests that RBFs have the potential of outperforming other methods that require much higher spatial and temporal resolution to achieve the same accuracy and which are much more algorithmi-3 cally complex.
It should be noted that the Contour-Padé algorithm [17] can be used to bypass the RBF ill-conditioning mentioned above for the case of a fixed (relatively small) number of terms and increasingly small values of ε (even ε = 0). Furthermore, Fornberg and Piret [18] have recently discovered an algorithm for bypassing the ill-conditioning for RBF interpolation on the surface of the sphere both as the number of terms is increased and ε is decreased right to zero. We will, however, not pursue these algorithms in this study.
Although we will be solving hyperbolic PDEs, a good way to introduce the RBF methodology is through interpolation since at each time-step (in the explicit scheme) the exact spatial derivative operator is applied to the RBF interpolant to arrive at the derivative of the function at the node points. As mentioned above, RBFs approximate a function f (x) sampled at some set of N distinct node locations by translates of a single radially symmetric function φ(r). For example, given the nodes {x j } N j=1 and corresponding scalar function values {f j } N j=1 , the RBF interpolant s(x) to the data is defined by
where the expansion coefficients, {c j } N j=1 , are found by enforcing the collocation conditions such that the residual is zero at the data locations. This is equivalent to solving the symmetric linear system of equations
where A is the interpolation matrix. The concept of RBF collocation is illustrated in Figure 3 and 4 for 1-D and 2-D, respectively. For RBFs such as the GA, IMQ, and IQ, (2) is positive definite regardless of the distinct node locations and the dimension. For complete details on the well-posedness of (2) for all the RBFs listed in Figure 1 , see [19, , for example.
To obtain a discrete RBF derivative operator, the exact differential operator is applied to the interpolant (1) and then evaluated at the data locations. As a result, we will first comment on the node distribution and convergence of RBF interpolants on the sphere before discussing the derivation of the RBF derivative operator in section 4.
Node Distribution and Convergence of RBF Interpolants
Since RBFs only depend on the scalar distance between nodes and not on a grid, the basis functions are not linked to any geometry or dimension. In other words, there is nothing inherently built into the RBFs to shout out "spherical geometry". In fact, they are unaware of the poles inherent in the spherical coordinate system. Studies have shown that if the shape parameter, ε, is kept fixed throughout the domain (as will be done in the current study-variable shape parameter is needed when implementing local mesh refinement [20, 6, 21] ) best results are achieved with roughly evenly distributed nodes [22] . Since only a maximum of 20 nodes can be evenly distributed on a sphere, there are a multitude of algorithms to define "even" distribution for larger numbers of nodes, such as equal partitioned area, convex hull approaches, electrostatic repulsion, etc. [23] . Although any of these will suffice, we have decided to use an electrostatic repulsion approach since the nodes do not line up along any vertices or lines, emphasizing the arbitrary node layout and coordinatefree nature of a RBF methodology. A multitude of different size node sets is readily available at the website [24] .
are N nodes on the unit sphere, this approach, also known as the minimum energy (ME) point distribution on the sphere S 2 , provides a quasi-uniform distribution on the sphere by maximizing the minimum distance between nodes according to the measure
where dist is the geodesic distance from x to x i . This quantity is referred to as the mesh-norm [24, 25] and, geometrically, it represents the radius of the largest cap that covers the area between any subset of nodes on the sphere. The ME node sets have the property that h decays approximately uniformly like the inverse of the square root of the number of nodes N, i.e.
Thus, they are similar to a uniform discretization of the unit square. In Figure  5 , the distribution for 1849 nodes on the unit sphere is displayed.
The mesh norm is also of practical importance since it appears in many proofs of error bounds for RBF interpolation on the sphere (e.g. [25, 26] ). Indeed, in the context of infinitely smooth RBFs, it is shown in [25] that, provided the underlying function being interpolated is sufficiently smooth, RBF interpolants converge (in the L ∞ norm) like h −1/2 e −c/4h , i.e at an exponential rate, for some constant c > 0 that depends on the RBF. For the ME node sets, convergence will thus proceed like N 1/4 e −c √ N /4 . In the experiments that fol-low we will demonstrate that this error bound seems to also hold for the RBF method-of-lines approximation of the two test cases.
RBF formulation of the advection operator
Physical phenomena are naturally not associated with any coordinate system. However, scientists impose coordinate systems to formulate their PDEs. In spherical geometries, this results in the spatial operator being singular at the poles. For example, the gradient on the surface of a unit sphere in spherical coordinates (λ is longitude, θ is latitude and measured from the equator) is given by
which is singular at θ = ± π 2 , the north and south pole, respectively. Since RBFs depend only on the Euclidean distance between nodes, the basis functions are thus not associated with any coordinate system and therefore do not "feel" the effects of the geometry of the domain. As a result, RBFs do not recognize the singularities naturally inherent in the coordinate system and all remnants of such singularities vanish when the methodology is implemented. This allows the scientist to directly connect the physics to the numerics. Since the test cases that are considered both use the advection operator, we will now see how it becomes nonsingular when formulated with RBFs. Let x = (x, y, z), x j = (x j , y j , z j ) be two points on the surface of the unit sphere and (λ, θ), (λ j , θ j ) the corresponding spherical coordinates, i.e. x = cos λ cos θ, y = sin λ cos θ,
(This differs from traditional spherical coordinates in that we measure θ from the equator rather than from the north pole). Then, the Euclidean distance from x to x j is
It is important to note that the distances are not great circle arcs measured along the surface but are the Euclidean distance measured straight through the sphere.
Let φ j (r) = φ( x − x j ) be an RBF centered at x j . Using the chain rule, the 6 partial derivatives of the RBF φ j (r) with respect to λ and θ are given by
Note that (6) and (7) are well defined for r = 0 (i.e. x = x j since we are assuming φ j (r) is C ∞ and radially symmetric about x j ). Inserting (6) and (7) into (4), we have the action of the gradient operator on the RBF scalar function:
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the gradient has a singularity in the λ direction at the poles unless the derivative (with respect to λ) of the underlying function also vanishes at the poles. We see from (8) that this is exactly what happens when using an RBF.
Now, we have all the components that are necessary to build the action of the advection operator on an RBF representation of a geophysical field. Suppose we want to advect some scalar quantity, say a given height field h(λ, θ), where the components of the advecting wind U are given by
be the node locations where h(λ, θ) is known. We first represent h(λ, θ) as an RBF expansion given by
where φ j (r) is again the RBF centered at the node x j = (λ j , θ j ). We then apply the exact differential operator
to (9) and evaluate it at the node locations:
where h contains the N discrete values of the height field h at the nodes, c contains the N discrete expansion coefficients and is formally given by c = A −1 h, where A −1 is the inverse of the RBF interpolation matrix defined in (2). The discrete operator D N = BA −1 is referred to as the RBF differentiation matrix, and the components of the matrix B are explicitly given by
for i, j = 1, . . . , N. Notice that (11) is nowhere singular on the sphere, remembering of course that the velocity field is completely smooth. Although the computation of D N requires O(N 3 ) operations, it is a pre-processing step that needs to be done only once.
Numerical Test Case 1: Solid Body Rotation
The first test case (solid body rotation or passive advection), using the setup given in [9] , simulates the advection of a height field, h(λ, θ), over the surface of a sphere at an angle α relative to the pole of the standard longitude-latitude (λ-θ) grid (see Figure 6 ). The PDE to be solved is the advection equation, which in spherical coordinates is given by
with the advecting wind being
where a is the radius of the earth, 6.37122·10 6 m and u 0 = 2πa/(12 days = 288 hours).
We will consider two initial conditions (which are also the solution for all time) that are to be advected without distortion by the above steady wind (13) (14) . As illustrated in Figure 7 (a), the first is the classical test case in the literature [9] , a cosine bell profile that is C 1 and centered at (λ c , θ c ):
where h 0 = 1000m, R = a/3 and ρ = a arccos(sin θ c sin θ + cos θ c cos θ cos(λ − λ c )). The second-illustrated in Figure 7 (b)-is an exceptionally steep Gaussian profile that is C ∞ :
where h 0 , ρ, and R are the same as (a). This profile is used to demonstrate that the RBF method is indeed spectral.
The center of the bell is initially taken to be at the equator, (λ c , θ c ) = (0, 0). In testing previously used methods such as spherical harmonics, double Fourier series, or spectral element methods, the object is rotated at various angles α with regard to the polar axis of the spherical coordinate system, with rotation over the poles being the most severe test case. This is to see how the methodology handles the "pole singularity" inherent in a spherical coordinate system. Since RBFs and the node layout are free of any coordinate system, the error is invariant to the angle of rotation (see the Appendix for a rigorous proof). As a result, the choice of α is irrelevant. We choose α = π/2 (i.e. flow right over the poles) only for comparison reasons to other methods, since it is the angle for which the error is most quoted in the literature.
The method-of-lines RBF formulation for (12) is given by
where the differentiation matrix D N represents the discretized advection operator derived in (10) of the previous section. The standard fourth-order RungeKutta scheme (RK4) is used to advance the solution in time and no filtering is applied. The code is given in Appendix B with several lines added for easier readability.
Comparative Results for Solid Body Rotation
We first consider the cosine bell test case using GA RBFs (c.f. Figure 1 ) with ε = 8.2, N = 4096 ME nodes, and a time-step of ∆t = 30 minutes. The choice for these values is to obtain error norm results that are comparable to other methods used in numerical climate modeling, and yet point out the strength of the RBF method in terms of time stability and spatial resolution requirements. and the ℓ ∞ error is 2.27 · 10 −3 . Figure 9 shows the error as a function of time for the 12 day simulation. Table 1 compares the performance of different spectral methods used on the sphere: spherical harmonics (SH), double Fourier (DF), and a discontinuous Galerkin method (DG), a hybrid approach combining spectral elements and finite volume methods [27] , developed for spherical geometry by [28] . This last method was chosen over a direct spectral element approach (as [29] or [30] ) since it produced better results for this test case. A common basis of comparison for all the methods considered that could be found in the literature was the spatial and temporal specifications needed for each method to achieve an ℓ 2 error of approximately 0.005 [31, 32, 28] . Studying Table 1 there are five points that clearly stand out:
(1) The number of nodes needed for the RBF method is approximately half that needed for the DG method and 8 times less than needed for both SH and DF.
(2) The time-step taken for the RBF method is 5 times larger than the DG and 20 times larger than that taken for both SH and DF.
(3) The algorithmic complexity of implementing an RBF method is essentially trivial in comparison to other methods. Our code from start to finish is less than 40 lines of MATLAB, using NO MATLAB routines that need to be compiled (i.e we use only built-in MATLAB routines that are coded at the machine level as *, ', and /). The complexity of the code would not change if the dimension of the problem to be solved is increased, which can not be said for any other method.
(4) Only the DG and RBF method allow for local mesh refinement [20, 6, 21] . (5) The RBF method has the highest computational cost, requiring a matrixvector multiply per time-step, where the matrix is full. However, fast algorithms are available that have the potential for reducing this cost to O(N log N) or possibly O(N) (c.f. [33] [34] [35] ).
In order to better understand these results, we will first perform a convergence study with regard to: (a) h-refinement, the number of nodes used N (remembering that 1/ √ N is proportional to the spacing of the node distributions) and (b) ε-refinement, the shape parameter of the RBF. Then, we will do a stability and eigenvalue study with regard to these parameters, illustrating why such large time-steps can be taken. Our objective is to show trends in convergence and stability which can be illustrated with a much lower number of nodes. We choose N = 1849, the same number of degrees of freedom as the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) T42 spherical harmonic community climate model (i.e. spherical harmonics up to order 42 ), which is much quoted in the literature for comparison purposes [31, 29, 32] .
Convergence Study

h-refinement
Figure 10(a) shows the convergence rates in both the ℓ ∞ and ℓ 2 norm for the cosine bell test case on a log-log plot. Although a time-step of ∆t = 30 minutes was used for each node set in the RK4 integration, as the size of the node set decreases the maximum time step so that spatial errors dominate will increase, e.g. for N = 1849, a time step of 50 minutes could be used. Similar to all spectral methods, the RBF methodology results in spectral convergence if the initial condition is C ∞ . However, in this case the cosine bell is only a C 1 function, which results in low-order algebraic convergence as illustrated in the figure by the dashed lines.
To demonstrate that the RBF method is indeed spectral, we instead advected the steep Gaussian bell (16) (c.f. Figure 7(b) ) that is similar to the cosine bell, but is C ∞ . Figure 10 (b) (a log-linear plot) shows that indeed the convergence rates are spectral in both the ℓ ∞ and ℓ 2 norm with the error being 2(10) −7 for N = 4096.
It should be noted that there is nothing special about the node layout used. Similar error norms would be achieved if we were using equal-area node distributions or those laid out according to the golden ratio, as in a sunflower pattern. The only requirement is that the nodes are roughly equally distributed in some sense on the surface of the sphere, as close clustering can lead to illconditioning. In a similar vein, for the number of nodes used in the paper, N ≤ 4096, ill-conditioning is not a problem and MATLAB's mrdivide command can be used to calculate D N without hesitation for the range of ε used (see next subsection).
ε-refinement
While refining h (i.e. increasing N) results in more terms in the RBF expansion and a better resolution in the approximation, refining the shape param-eter ε, as illustrated in the right column of Figure 2 , results in a smoother basis for the RBF expansion. (We use the term smoother here not to mean the number of bounded derivatives, but that the growth of the derivatives is smaller.) Qualitatively, this means that refining ε allows the RBF expansion to better approximate smoother functions, however the phenomenon is not fully understood. It has generally been reported in the literature that there is typically an optimal value of ε and this value tends to decrease with increasing smoothness of the underlying function being approximated (cf. [4, 36] ). While a few algorithms have been developed for trying to determine the "optimal ε" (e.g. [36, 37] ), they are primarily based on heuristic arguments and are not robust. We therefore do not employ them in this study.
As noted in Section 2, as ε is refined more and more, the shifted RBFs in the expansion become less and less distinguishable from one another, leading to ill-conditioning of the linear system (2). While it has been shown that RBF interpolants are overall well-conditioned even in the limit of ε → 0 refinement [16, 38] , special algorithms like Contour-Padé [17] and RBF-QR [18] are needed for these smaller values. However, as discussed next, we are able to obtain very good results for our test cases even with moderate values of ε that are well outside the ill-conditioning range.
To test the accepted results on ε-refinement we fixed the number of nodes in the RBF expansion at N = 1849 and performed a test on the error as a function of ε for the cosine and Gaussian bell initial conditions with the GA RBF and a time step ∆t = 50 minutes. The results are shown in Figures  11(a) and 11(b) , respectively. We can clearly see from the figures that there is an optimal value of ε for which the error is the smallest, and that, for the rougher C 1 cosine bell initial condition, the optimal ε is larger than the C ∞ Gaussian bell (ε ≈ 6 and ε ≈ 3, respectively). The increase in error after the optimal ε is not due to ill-conditioning but is a property of the function being approximated (see [20] ).
Eigenvalue Stability
Since the RBF differentiation matrices are not normal, classical eigenvalue stability theory is theoretically insufficient. However, in practice, as with many pseudospectral methods, it is still a very good predictor for the maximum stable time-step as we shall see below.
Let us first examine why such high accuracy can be achieved with a large time step compared to other methods as reported in the previous section. If the eigenvalues of the differentiation matrix D N for N = 1849 are plotted as in Figure 12 , we see that they lie exactly on the imaginary axis. Not one eigenvalue lies in the right half plane, which would eventually lead to numerical instability, nor in the left half plane, leading to dissipation. This result follows from the fact that D N = BA −1 , the product of an anti-symmteric matrix B given by (11) and a positive definite matrix A given by (2) . Although the product of the two is not antisymmetric, it preserves the property of antisymmetry that all eigenvalues lie on the imaginary axis [39] .
The size of the maximum time step to maintain stability depends on the eigenvalues of D N fitting within the stability domain of the RK4 method. The maximum eigenvalue of D N , in turn, depends on the two parameters N and ε as shown in Figure 13 . As the accuracy of the method increases, either by increasing N (h-refinement) or decreasing ε (ε-refinement), the maximum eigenvalue will increase, implying that the maximum time step that can be taken must decrease. Note, however, that changes in these two variables have different impacts on the maximum eigenvalue (or allowable time step). The maximum eigenvalue linearly increases with spatial resolution up/down the imaginary axis, which is the classical result for linear hyperbolic PDEs. In contrast, decreasing ε changes the maximum eigenvalue in a manner that is reminiscent of what happens to finite difference approximations to derivative operators as the order increases for fixed N. For example, increasing the accuracy of the first derivative operator from second order centered finite differences to Fourier PS, increases the maximum eigenvalue by π ([40, pp. 41-42]). In a similar manner, as shown in Figure 13(b) , the maximum eigenvalue increases by 4 as ε varies from 9 to zero. However, the reader should be reminded that the RBF method is spectral for all values of ε. It is just that as ε decreases to some (typically non-zero) optimal value, the accuracy improves (e.g. in the case of the cosine bell it is ε=6, for the Gaussian bell it is ε=3). Furthermore, even though RBFs reproduce classical PS methods in limit of ε = 0 [16, 18, 41] , it is for nonzero values of the parameter that RBFs outperform PS as was shown in the comparative study of the previous section.
The results shown graphically in Figure 13 (a) and (b) are also given numerically in Table 2 and Table 3 , where the maximum eigenvalue has also been translated into the maximum allowable time step for the RK4 integrator (i.e such that the eigenvalue falls with the RK4 stability domain). For the case N = 1849 or ε = 6, the theory predicts that the maximum time step is 208 minutes (3 hours 28 minutes). To test this, we plot in Figure 14 the time evolution of the ℓ ∞ error for the cosine bell test case using ε = 6 and N = 1849 with a time-step of 208 minutes and 209 minutes in the RK4 integrator. After 36 days of integration (3 full revolutions around the sphere), the test run using a 208 minute time step is completely stable while the use of a 209 minute time step has caused numerical instability to set in at approximately 20 days, verifying the predicted results from classical eigenvalue stability theory. However, for best computational efficiency one should use time steps so that temporal and spatial errors match. Such is illustrated in Figure 15 which shows that for ε = 6 and N = 1849 the ℓ ∞ error of the solution after a 12 day single revolution around the earth is steady up to a 50 minute time step. Larger time steps, although stable as just demonstrated, will cause discretization errors in time to dominate over those in space. For the comparative study of the previous section with N = 4096, this breaking point was a 30 minute time step.
Numerical Test Case 2: Deformational flow
The second test case involves no translational motion, but instead an angular velocity field spins up the initial condition, resulting in two diametrically opposed vortices. This test for idealized cyclogenesis on the sphere was first described by Nair et al. [10] . Let (λ ′ , θ ′ ) be the rotated coordinate system with north pole at (λ p , θ p ) with respect to the regular spherical coordinate system (λ, θ). In these rotated coordinates, the PDE to simulate is given by
where u ′ is the tangential velocity field in the rotated coordinates and is given by
Note that since the vortices are steady there is no velocity in the normal direction v ′ of the rotated coordinate system. The angular velocity ω of the vortex field is given by
where ρ(θ ′ ) = ρ 0 cos θ ′ is the radial distance of the vortex. The exact solution in non-dimensional units at time t is given by
where γ is a parameter defining the characteristic width of the frontal zone.
To be consistent with [28] , we set ρ 0 = 3 and γ = 5. The initial condition, h(λ ′ , θ ′ , 0), with these parameters is displayed on an unrolled sphere in Figure  16 .
Upon transformation to an unrotated (λ, θ) spherical coordinate system (18) becomes [10] ∂h ∂t
This form is much more complicated than the original since we have now introduced flow in the normal direction to the (λ, θ) grid.
However, since the RBF method is completely independent of how the underlying coordinate system is oriented, we can simply simulate (18) in its rotated (λ ′ , θ ′ ) form. To this end, let
. . , N, be the original nodes on the standard (λ, θ) grid rotated to the new coordinate system (λ ′ , θ ′ ), i.e.
The method-of-lines RBF formulation of (18) is given by
where h contains the N discrete value of h at the rotated nodes, W = diag(ω(θ 
As in the solid body rotation problem, the RBF formulation is completely free of any coordinate singularities.
Results for Deformational Flow
The analysis for deformational flow will be similar to that of solid body rotation. We will perform a convergence and eigenvalue/stability study to understand the high performance of the RBF method. However, since this is a new test that is performed in the numerical climate modeling community, the only results in the spectral methods literature that have been published is for the DG method [28] and thus comparison is limited to this method. Figure 17 shows the initial condition, exact solution and GA RBF solution for N = 3136 and ε = 6.45 at the final time t = 3 for two different grey scale mappings: the left column is simply the initial condition displayed in Figure 16 projected onto the surface of the sphere, the right column highlights the band corresponding to the plane h = 1 in Figure 16 about which the vortex wrap-up occurs. As can be seen, the exact and RBF solutions are indistinguishable to the eye. Figure 18 displays the error (exact -numerical). All errors that are less than 10 −4 in magnitude are displayed in white. The maximum errors are located near the center of the vortex wrap-up where the solution is the most highly oscillatory. Figure 19 plots the ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 error as a function of the grid spacing √ N on loglinear plot, showing that the method converges exponentially (i.e. spectral). The sets of nodes used is the same as in the cosine bell test case, ranging from 526 to 4096. For N = 3136, the ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 errors are 1 · 10 −5 and 5 · 10 −5 , respectively. These results are an order of magnitude lower than those reported in [28] for the DG method using about the same number of nodes (N = 3456) with ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 errors being approximately 1 · 10 −4 and 6 · 10 −4 , respectively. Furthermore, if we increase the number of nodes for the RBF method by 930 to N = 4096, the ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 errors drop to approximately 3 · 10 −6 and 1.5 · 10 −5 , respectively. To achieve the same accuracy in the ℓ 1 error, the DG method requires almost double the number of nodes at N = 7776 and in the ℓ 2 error it requires 14 times the number of nodes at N = 55296 (here, the number of elements has been fixed while increasing the order of the polynomial expansion on each element, p refinement, which is a better way of increasing accuracy than h refinement). In other words, while the RBF method is showing spectral convergence, the DG method is showing high-order algebraic convergence in the ℓ 1 norm and very low-order algebraic convergence in the ℓ 2 norm. More surprisingly, however, is the incredible time stability that the RBF method exhibits compared to the DG method as discussed next.
Convergence study
Eigenvalue stability
In the above convergence study 30 time steps were taken to go from t = 0 to the final time t = 3, i.e. ∆t = 1/10. This is a factor of 48 less than reported for the DG method which used 1440 time steps due to its CFL condition. In fact for this test case, as few as 13 time steps (∆t = 3/13) could be taken with the ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 error norms remaining unchanged as seen in Figure 20 . This is a reduction of 110 times compared to what is needed for the DG method. However, it is noted in [27] that the DG method has a very restrictive time step. To understand these results we need to take a look at the eigenvalues of the RBF differentiation matrix −W D N that will govern the stability of the semi-discrete RBF approximation (20) . Since the spectrum is no longer purely imaginary but tightly packed about the imaginary axis, instability can be manifested in different manners. Hence, each of these diagrams shows a distinct feature. The test case (t f inal = 3) can easily be performed with a time step of 3/14 even though there are eigenvalues on the imaginary axis that lie just outside the RK4 stability domain as shown in Figure 21(a) . However, this will soon lead to temporal instability as seen in Figure 22 (a) where the ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 error are plotted as a function of time for these time steps. In the case of ∆t = 3/14, instability occurs at about t=24, a time integration 8 times longer than the test case stated in the literature [28] . In Figure 21 (c) (∆t = 3/18), no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis are outside the RK4 stability region but the two eigenvalues with the largest positive real parts lie just outside this domain. However, these eigenvalues are associated with highly oscillatory eigenmodes and will not come into play until the solution exhibits such behavior. Figure 22(b) displays the exact solution at t = 35, the time at which the RBF approximation with N = 3136 and ∆t = 3/18 breaks down both in time and space. From a temporal standpoint, the eigenmodes with the largest positive real parts are now triggered since the solution is very highly oscillatory, leading to exponential blow-up. From a viewpoint of spatial resolution, there really are no adverse effects of the positive real parts of the eigenvalues until the solution features have become too fine to be resolvable by the current number of nodes (near the center of the vortex wrap-up there is only one node per wavelength which is less than the needed theoretical limit of 2 nodes per wave length). As shown in Figure 21 (b), with ∆t = 3/15, the two eigenvalues with the largest real parts now lie just inside the RK4 stability domain. This results in a longer stable time integration as seen in Figure 22 (a).
Summary
The main goal of this paper is to illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the RBF methodology for solving purely hyperbolic PDEs on a sphere, using test cases in the numerical climate modeling community given by solid body rotation and deformational flow. The detailed results of the previous sections can be simply summed up as follows:
(1) For these test cases, the RBF methodology outperforms all currently used spectral methods in terms of the number of nodes and time-step needed as well as algorithmic simplicity to achieve a given accuracy.
(a) In either test case, the code is very short and simple -less than 40 lines of MATLAB, using only built-in MATLAB routines that are coded at the machine level such as *, ', and /. (b) Eigenvalues of the differentiation matrices are either purely imaginary (solid body) or have very small real parts (deformational flow).
The absence of spurious eigenvalues of large amplitude give the ability to take exceptionally large time-steps. (c) The method is spectrally accurate for smooth initial conditions, requiring a much lower number of nodes compared to other commonly used spectral methods on a sphere. (2) The differentiation matrices are entirely free of any "pole singularities"
and invariant of the orientation of the original coordinate system. (3) The RBF methodology connects the mathematics directly to the physics without the interference of a surface-based grid.
Furthermore, algorithmic complexity does not increase with the dimension of the problem, since RBFs only depend on the Euclidean distance between nodes which is always a scalar independent of dimension (e.g. if linear advection were posed in 3D, the code used in 2D for the solid body rotation test case would not change in length or complexity). These results illustrate that RBFs can provide a promising new approach to modeling in spherical geometries.
Appendix A: Rotational invariance of D N for solid body rotation
Although we used a spherical coordinate system which was measured from the equator, we will now show how the RBF derivative matrix D N for the spatial derivatives of (12) is rotationally invariant, i.e. completely independent of how the original spherical coordinate system was oriented in space. Thus, when implementing the advective operator with the wind specified by (13)- (14) using RBFs in spherical coordinates, the result is not only singularity free, but is also completely independent of the spherical coordinate orientation.
An equivalent demonstration is to keep the spherical coordinate system fixed, and instead turn (in unison) both the axis of solid body rotation and all the point locations by an angle α. Let C i,j be the expression inside the curly brackets for B i,j in (11) with u and v given by (13) and (14), respectively, and u 0 = 1 for simplicity. If C i,j remains invariant with α, then we are finished.
Each entry C i,j involves only two node points, located at (λ i , θ i ) and (λ j , θ j ). After the axis of solid body rotation is turned by an angle α, we obtain the new coordinates (λ ′ , θ ′ ) for a point (λ, θ) by the transformation cos λ ′ cos θ ′ = cos λ cos θ cos α − sin θ sin α ,
sin θ ′ = cos λ cos θ sin α + sin θ cos α .
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The goal is to show that
depends only on (λ i , θ i ) and (λ j , θ j ) (i.e. that it is independent of α).
The analysis turns out to be fairly simple if we consider the node points in Cartesian coordinates. So, we let the points (λ 
Now, the counterpart to (21) and (22) in Cartesian coordinates is given by the transformation
Using this transformation we can relate the rotated points in (24) to the original points. After some algebra, we find the simple expression
Thus, C i,j is completely independent of the angle α, which shows the RBF methodology for (12) is completely independent of how the original spherical coordinate system was oriented in space. Fig. 11 . Normalized ℓ ∞ and ℓ 2 error measured after one full revolution (t = 12 days) as a function of ε for the (a) cosine bell and (b) Gaussian bell initial conditions. Results are for N = 1849 ME node set, the GA RBF, and ∆t = 50 minutes in the RK4 integration. Fig. 14. The ℓ ∞ error for the cosine bell test for 0 ≤ t ≤ 36 days (3 full revolutions) using a stable and unstable time-step with RK4 (see Table 2 ). Results are for the N = 1849 ME node set and the GA RBF with ε = 6. Table 3 A comparison between √ N , N = number of nodes, and the maximum eigenvalue of the differentiation matrix for the cosine bell test together with the maximum allowable time-step for the RK4 integrator according to eigenvalue stability theory. √ N is inversely proportional to the quasi-uniform spacing of nodes h. Results are for the GA RBFs.
